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Abstract 
In this paper, we investigate the torsion of the group U(n, 1; Z) of integral Lorentzian (n + 1) 
x (n + 1) matrices. We show that for any odd prime number p, the group O(n, 1; Z) has an 
element of order p if and only if n 2 p or n + 1 = p E 1 mod 4. We determine the maximal order 
of a p-subgroup of O(n, 1; Z) for certain prime numbers p. In particular, we prove that if p is 
a regular prime number such that p F 1 mod 4 and if p” is the maximal order of a p-subgroup 
of O(n, I; Z), then 
u= [*I + [&I + [p-(;-l,] +.... 
where square brackets denotes the greatest integer function. We also determine the maximal 
order of a p-subgroup of O(n, 1; Z) for each prime number p for n = 1,. ,42. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Class@cation: 15A36; 20F55; 20505; 22E40; 30F40 
1. Introduction 
The torsion of O(n, 1; Z) has been determined in low dimensions by Vinberg [ 121 
for n = 1 , . . . ,17, by Vinberg and Kaplinskaja [13] for n = 18,19, and by Borcherds [l] 
for n = 20 , . . . ,23. This paper relies on our previous paper [8] which in turn relies on 
Siegel’s analytic theory of quadratic forms [9, lo]. We begin with some notation and 
an outline of how we obtain our results. 
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Lorentziun (n + 1 )-space is the inner product space [w”, ’ consisting of real (n + l)- 
space Rn+l with the Lorentzian inner product 
xoy=xlyl+X2Y2+...+X,Y,--X,+lyn+l. 
A Lorentz transformation of KY’,’ is a linear transformation of [W”+’ that preserves 
Lorentzian inner products. The matrix of a Lorentz transformation with respect to the 
standard basis of UP’ is called a Lorentzian matrix. 
The hyperboloid model of hyperbolic n-space is the metric space 
H” = {XE W’ :x0x= - 1 and x,+1 >O> 
with metric d defined by 
cash d(x, y) = - x 0 y. 
A Lorentz transformation of [w”, ’ IS either positive or negative according as it maps H” 
to H” or -H”. The isometries of H” correspond, by restriction, to the positive Lorentz 
transformations of Iw”, ‘. A Lorentzian matrix is said to be positive if the corresponding 
Lorentz transformation is positive. 
Let P be the group of positive Lorentzian (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices with integer 
entries. The group O(n, 1; Z) is the direct product of P and the group {fl} of order 
two, and so the torsion of P determines the torsion of O(n, 1; Z). In particular, P 
contains all the elements of odd order of O(n, 1; Z). We shall find it more convenient 
to work with the group P, since P corresponds to a discrete group of isometries of 
H”. The group P’ is infinite for all n > 1. 
For k a positive integer, the principal congruence subgroup of P’ of level k is the 
group r; of all matrices in P that are congruent to the identity matrix modulo k. The 
group r: is torsion-free if and only if k > 2 by Theorem IX.7 in Newman’s text [6]. 
If @ is a finite subgroup of r” and q is an odd prime number, then reduction modulo 
q maps @ isomorphically into the group O(n, 1; Z,) of (n + 1) x (n + 1) Lorentzian 
matrices modulo q. Thus the order of @ must divide the order of O(n, 1; Z,). The 
greatest common divisor c, of the orders of O(n, 1; Z,) for odd prime numbers q is 
thus a natural upper bound on the order of a finite subgroup of P. 
To get a lower bound on the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P in the case when 
n is even, we use the Euler characteristic of P, computed in Theorem 22 of our paper 
PI as 
n’2 (&I 
x(m) = (-i)n/2(2@ f l)n _ 
k=l 4k 
with the plus sign if n E 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n s 4,6 mod 8, and where Bk 
is the kth Bernoulli number with even index notation so that 
B2=;, B4= -A, &=A ,... . 
If n is even and a prime power pa divides the denominator d, of x(P), then P has a 
subgroup of order p” by a theorem of Brown [2]. Minkowski [5] gives a formula for 
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the product of the denominators of the IB~kl/k, and only irregular prime numbers divide 
the numerator of Bzk/2k for each k. Therefore, if p is a regular prime number and n is 
even, we can determine the largest power of p dividing d,, and hence a lower bound 
on the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P. Establishing lower bounds that apply 
to the case of irregular primes would seem to depend on more direct approaches. To 
show that TP-’ contains an element of order p for irregular prime numbers p G 1 mod 
4, we give a partial solution to the harder problem of determining which P contain 
a Coxeter reflection subgroup of type A,. Comparing the lower bound on the maximal 
order of a p-subgroup of P’ derived from our Euler characteristic arguments to an 
upper bound derived from considering the largest power of p dividing the orders of all 
O(n, 1; Z,) for odd primes q, we discover that these bounds are equal remarkably often. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we determine the greatest common 
divisor of the orders of the groups O(n, 1; Z,) for odd prime numbers q. In Section 3, 
we investigate the 2-torsion of the group P. In Section 4, we study the p-torsion of 
the group P for odd prime numbers p. In Section 5, we determine the p-torsion of 
the group r*-’ for each odd prime number p. 
2. On the greatest common divisor of the groups O(n, 1; Zq) 
Our basic upper bound on the torsion of r” comes from considering images of finite 
subgroups of r” in O(n, 1; $) for various q. In this section, we compute the greatest 
common divisor of the orders of these groups for odd primes q. 
For a prime number p and integer m, let ord,(m) be the number of times p divides 
m, and let ZT, be the multiplicative group of the field ZP = Z/pZ. 
Lemma 1. Let p be an odd prime number, let m be a positive integer elatively prime 
to p such that m has order c in Z; with mc $1 mod p2, and let k be a positive integer 
such that p divides mk - 1. Then 
ord,(mk - 1) = ord,(k) + 1. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1 on p. 42 of Ireland and Rosen [4]. 0 
Following Minkowski [5], let Zl be the positive integer such that, for each prime 
number p, 
OrdJd)= [jy + [PC;_ J + [,tp”- 1,1 +..., 
where brackets denote the greatest integer function. Then ord,(Zi) differs from 
ordp(a) only when p - 1 In and then 
ord,( Zl) - ord,( 4) = ord,(n) + 1. 
This implies that if n is even, then 4 = 2 . Zl. 
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Theorem 2. Let c,, be the greatest common divisor of the orders of the groups 
O(n, 1; Z,) as q varies over all odd prime numbers. Then c, = 2 . d for all positive 
integers n. 
Proof. By Theorem 172 in Dickson [3], for q an odd prime number, if n is even, 
IO(n, 1; &)I= 2 nq2kP1(q2k - 1) 
k=l 
while if n is odd, 
lO(n, 1; Z,)l = 2q(“-‘)‘2 (,@+I),2 _ ((-‘);-““)) ‘n~q2k-,cq2k _ 1j, 
where (*l/q) is a Legendre symbol. 
We show first that c, divides 2. Til. If n is even, then by a theorem of Minkowski [5], 
we have that c, = 4 = 2 . El. Assume then that n is odd. Now for q = 3, we have 
p+lW _ ( (b1):“‘“2) 3(_l)(“+1)/2 _ (_l)(n-‘)/2=2mod 4. 
Therefore, we have 
0rd2 (3’“+“’ _ ( (-1);-“‘2)) = 1. 
Now since 32 E 1 mod 8 and 32 $1 mod 16, we have 
ord2(32k - 1) = ordz(k) + 3. 
Therefore, we have 
(n-i)/2 
ord2(IO(n,l;Zs)1)=2+ c (ordz(k>+3) 
k=l 
=2+3 (q) +ord2 ((T)!) 
= 2 + ord2( 4) 
= ord2(2 . d). 
Thus, we have 
ordz(c,) 5 ord2(2 . id). 
Now let p be an odd prime number. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 2 on 
p. 43 of Ireland and Rosen [4], there is an integer g such that p/g and g has order 
p - 1 in Z; with gp-’ $1 mod p2. By the Chinese remainder theorem, there is an 
integer h such that h z g mod p2 and h G 5 1 mod4. By Dirichlet’s theorem, there is 
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an odd prime number q such that q E h mod 4p2. Then q # p and q has order p - 1 in 
Zi with qp-’ y! 1 mod p2; moreover q E fl mod4 and we are free to choose the plus 
or minus sign. 
Suppose first that n E I mod4. Then we have 
q(n+l )j2 _ (‘-‘Yy ) =q("+l)/2 _ 1, 
As (n + I)/2 is odd, p - 1 ,/‘(n + 1)/2. Therefore p/y q(“+‘)!2 - 1. 
Suppose now that n E 3 mod 4. Then we have 
q’“+’ ):2 _ ((-V-l)/‘) =q(n+l)/2 _ ($) . 
We now show that we can choose q so that p,/‘q(“+‘)/2 - (-l/q). Observe that 
plq(“+1)!2 - (-l/q) only if plqn+’ - 1 and p - 1 (II + 1. Hence, we may assume that 
p- l/n+ 1. Then we have 
q(“+1)!2 
Now since (- 1 /q) depends only on q module 4, we can choose q so that 
p]q(“+‘)‘= _ -’ . ( > 4 
Now q has order p - 1 in i7; with qp-’ $1 mod p2; therefore, qe - 1 is not divisible 
by p unless p - 1 divides e, and by Lemma 1, we have that 
ord,(q(p-‘)k - 1) = ord,(k) + 1. 
Therefore, for arbitrary odd n and the above choice of q, we have 
(n-1)/2 Kn--lMp--l)l 





(ord,(k)+ l>= [s] +ord, ([s]!) 
= ord,( a) = ord,(2 id). 
Thus, we have 
ord,(c,) 5 ord,(2 . El). 
Therefore cn divides 2 . id, 
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Next we show that 2 . id divides c,. Let bk be the denominator of (Bzk l/k for each 
k. By Minkowski [5], for odd n, we have 
A=2*b,bz... b(,-l)/z=2(4b1)(4b2)...(4b(,-1)/2). 
But for q an odd prime number, 4bk divides q2k-’ (q2k - 1) for each k by Lemma 
12 of our paper [S]. Thus comparing corresponding factors, we see that 2 . iii di- 
vides /0(n, 1; Z,)(. Hence, we conclude that 2 . d divides c, and so in fact c, = 2 . El 
for all II. q 
3. On the Z-torsion of the group r” 
We can improve our basic upper bound for the torsion of P in some cases by also 
considering the images of finite subgroups in O(n, 1; 4) and so we are also led to 
consider the torsion of the congruence subgroup ry. 
Theorem 3. Every jnite subgroup of r; is an elementary abelian 2-group. The max- 
imal order of a jinite subgroup of r; is 2”. 
Proof. Let CD be a finite subgroup of r;. As r; is torsion-free, reduction modulo 4 
maps @ isomorphically into r./r;. From Lemma 19 of our paper [8], we deduce that 
rl/rt is an elementary abelian 2-group. Therefore @ is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Now since @ is finite, @ fixes a point of H”. Hence @ is conjugate in O(n, 1; [w) to 
a subgroup Y that fixes the point (0,. . . , 0,l). We may regard Y to be a subgroup of 
O(n). 
We now show that Y has order at most 2” by induction on n. If n = 1, then clearly 
Y has order at most 2. Assume that every elementary abelian 2-subgroup of O(k) has 
order at most 2k for 1 5 k <n. Let A be an element of Y that is not equal to fl. Then 
A is conjugate in O(n) to a diagonal matrix 
D=diag(-l,..., -l,l,..., 1) 
with k minus ones and 15 k<n. Now, by Lemma 2 on p. 172 of Ratcliffe [7], a 
matrix B in O(n) commutes with A if and only if B leaves invariant the eigenspace 
decomposition Iw” = IWk x lPek of D. Therefore, by restricting Y to IWk x 0 and 0 x (Wnek, 
we see that Y has order at most 2k2”-k = 2”. Thus @ has order at most 2”. 
Now let @ be the subgroup of r$ consisting of the diagonal matrices 
diag(il,.. .,fl, 1). 
Then CD has order 2”. Thus the maximal order of a finite subgroup of r; is 2”. 0 
For n even, let d, be the denominator of x(P). As noted earlier, if ordz(d,) = a, 
then r” has a subgroup of order 2a. This lower bound for the maximal order of a 
2-subgroup of P for even n is actually equal to the maximal order of a 2-subgroup 
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of P, though a simpler method for getting a lower bound applies for both even and 
odd n. 
Theorem 4. Let 2” be the maximal order of a 2-subgroup of P. Then 
a=ordz(Zl)= [t] + [i] + [$I + [s] +.... 
Moreover, if n is even, then a = ordz(d,). 
Proof. Let bi be a 2-subgroup of P. Then &@ is a 2-subgroup of O(n, 1; Z) whose 
order is twice that of @. Let q be an odd prime number. Then reduction modulo q 
maps f@ isomorphically into O(n, 1; Z,), since the principal congruence subgroup of 
O(n, 1; Z) of level q is torsion-free. Therefore, the order of f@ divides the order of 
O(n, 1; i&) for each odd prime number q. By Theorem 2, the order of f@ divides 
2 . 4. Therefore, the order of @ divides Zl. Thus, we have a 5 ordz(Fl). 
Now let @ be the stabilizer of (0,. . . ,O, 1) in P. Then @ is isomorphic to O(n, Z) 
which is a group of order 2”n!. Therefore, a > ordz(2”n!) = ordz(Gl). Thus a = ordz( 4). 
Assume now that n is even. The Euler characteristic of r” is given by the formula 
ni2 I&( 
X(ry=(-iy/2(2n/2 f i)n - 
k=, 4k ’ 
The denominator of B2k is 2 times an odd integer; therefore, we have 
ordz(d,) = ord2(23”‘2(n/2)!) = ordz(Zl). 0 
4. On the p-torsion of the group F’ 
In this section, we study the p-torsion of the group P for odd prime numbers p. 
We begin with the following basic result that determines all the prime numbers p for 
which P has an element of order p except for the case p = n + 1 which will be taken 
care of in Section 5. 
Theorem 5. If p is a prime number such that p < n, then P has an element of order 
p. If r” has an element of prime order p, then p 5 n f 1. 
Proof. Let p be a prime number such that p 5 n. The group of permutation matrices 
that permute the first n coordinates and fix the last coordinate of KY+’ is a subgroup 
of P of order n!. Therefore P has an element of order p. 
Let A be an element of P of prime order p > 2. Then A has an eigenvalue /1 that 
is a primitive pth root of unity. Let f(x) be the characteristic polynomial of A. Then 
,f(n) = 0, and so the irreducible polynomial 
h(x)=xP-1 +x P-2+...+X+l 
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of 2 over Q divides f(x). Now A has 1 as an eigenvalue, since A fixes a point of H”. 
Therefore, we have f(x) = (x - 1 )g(x). As deg(h) = p - 1, we have that h(x) divides 
g(x). Therefore p - 1 < n. Thus p 5 n + 1. 0 
For the remainder of this section we will assume p is an odd prime number. Let a,, 
be such that pan is the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P. We next give our basic 
bounds on a,,. 
Theorem 6. Let p be an odd prime number and let pan be the maximal order of a 
p-subgroup of P. Then ord,(n!) 5 a,, 5 ord,(a), and if n> 1, then a,_, I: a,,. If n is 
even, then ordP(d,) 5 a,,. If n is even and p is a regular prime number, then 
ord,( Kl) - ord,(2 *I2 f 1) = ord,(d,) 5 a, 5 ord,( Zl) 
with the plus sign if n E 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n E 4,6 mod 8. 
Proof. Suppose @ is a p-subgroup of P. Then as in the proof of Theorem 4, the 
order of @ divides c, = 2 . Zl. Hence a,, < ord,(c,) = ord,( Zl). On the other hand, the 
stabilizer of (0,. . . , 0,l) in P is isomorphic to O(n, Z) and the stabilizer of ( 1, 0, . . . , 0) 
in P is isomorphic to P-’ so ord,(n!) = ord,(2nn!) and a,_1 must both be less than 
or equal to a,. 
Suppose that n is even. By Theorem 9.3 of Brown 121, if pa divides the denominator 
of the Euler characteristic of r”, then P must have a subgroup of order pa hence 
ord,(d,) 5 a,. By Theorem 22 of our paper [8], we have 
*I2 I&k1 
X(ry=(-i)n/2(2n/2 f l)n -. 
k=l 4k 
If p is a regular prime, then p does not divide the numerators of any of the fractions 
&&?k by Theorem VI of Vandiver [I I]. According to Minkowski [5], we have 
iii = 2”b, b2 . . . bn/z, 
where bk is the denominator of IBzkj/k. Thus the power of p in the denominator of the 
product in our formula for x(P) is simply ord,(d). From this number we subtract 
the power of p that appears in the factor 2 n/2 f 1 giving the stated conclusion. I7 
These bounds easily determine a, in certain simple cases. For the odd cases, we 
recall if n is even, then a = 2 . Ti and so ord,(n) = ord,( A). 
Lemma 7. Suppose p is a regular prime number and n is even but p does not divide 
2 i f 1 with the plus sign if n E 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n 3 4,6 mod 8. Then 
ord,(d,) = a,, = a,+1 = ord,(Zl). 
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Proof. From Theorem 6, we have 
ord,(d)=ord,(&) 5 a, I a,+1 i ord,(n)=ord,(%l) 
and so these are all equal. 0 
Lemma 8. Suppose p is a regular prime number, n is even, and p divides 2n/2 Z!Z 1 
with the plus sign if n E 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign tf n E 4,6 mod 8, but p - 1 
does not divide n. Then 
a, =a,+1 =ord,(Kl). 
Proof. As p - 1 ,j’ n, we have that p > 3. Let c be the order of 2 in the multiplicative 
group ZT, of the field of Z, = Z/pZ. Then c>2, since p>3. As p(2”12 III 1, we have 
that ~12” - 1. Therefore 2” E 1 mod p, and so c(n. Hence n >2. 
Now p cannot divide 2(“-2)‘2 f 1 else we would have ~12”~~ - 1, and so cln - 2 
but cln and c>2. Since p - 1 does not divide n, we have 
ord,(~)=ordp(~)=ordp(Zl). 
Therefore, by Theorem 6, we have 
ord,(Kl) = ord,(n) 5 an_-2 5 a,_1 5 a, 5 anil 5 ord,(Til) 
and again these are all equal. 0 
Theorem 9. Let p be a regular prime number such that p E 1 mod 4, and let pun 
be the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P. Then a, = ord,(El) for all positive 
integers n. 
Proof. We show that if n is even, then 
a,=a,+l =ord,(Zl)=ord,(n). 
By Lemmas 7 and 8, we may assume that p - 1 Jn. If p E 1 mod 8, then n - 0 mod 8 
and 




= 1 mod p. 
If p=55 mod 8, then n=O mod 4 and 
2n/2=2((P-l)/2)(n/(P--1))==(_l)n/(p--l)= & 1 modp 
with the plus sign if n E 0 mod 8 and the minus sign if n c 4 mod 8. Now Lemma 7 
applies in each of these cases to give the desired conclusion. 0 
For n even, if p does not divide 2 ni2 f 1 with the appropriate sign or p - 1 does 
not divide n, then Lemmas 7 or 8 apply to determine a,, and a,,+1 and otherwise we 
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must have p 5 3 mod 4. In order to refine our bounds for the case p E 3 mod 4, we 
will take c to be the order of 2 in Z; and assume that 2’ $1 mod p2. This is not too 
much of a restriction for the range of prime numbers we are most interested in, since 
the first two prime numbers failing this condition are 1093 and 35 11. The next lemma 
shows that in this case the lower bound from the Euler characteristic is less than our 
upper bound from the orders of the U(n, 1; Z,) for odd prime numbers q and so we 
must look to strengthen the upper bound. 
Lemma 10. Let p be a regular prime number such that 2 has order c in Z; with 
2” $1 mod p2. If n is even, p divides 2 ni2 f 1, with the plus sign if n = 0,2 mod 8 and 
the minus sign if n 3 4,6 mod 8, and p - 1 divides n, then 
ord,(d,) = ord,(n). 
Proof. As p(2 d2 zt 1 we have ~12” - 1. Hence, by Lemma 1, we have , 
ord,(2”/2 f 1) = ord,(2” - 1) = ord,(n) + 1. 
Now since p - 1 In, we have ord,( Zl) = ord,( 4) + ord,(n) + 1. Therefore, we have 
ordp(d,) = ord,(Fil) - ord,(n) - 1 = ord,(n). 0 
If instead 2” - 1 mod p2, then ordJd,) can only be smaller. Nevertheless, we can 
still get the following lower bound on a,. 
Lemma 11. Suppose p is a regular prime number, n is even, p divides 2”f2 i 1, with 
the plus sign if n z 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n E 4,6 mod 8, and p - 1 divides 
n. Then ord,( 4) < a,. 
Proof. The desired inequality is obvious for n = 2, and so we may assume that n > 2. 
If p>3, then p/2 (n-2)/2 f 1 by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8. 
Therefore, by Theorem 6 and Lemma 7, we have 
ordp(n)=ordp(~)=an_2 5 a,,. 
If p = 3, then we have ord,(n) = ord,(d,) < a, by Theorem 6 and Lemma 10. 
0 
We can improve the upper bound for the case where 2 has order c = p - 1 or 
(p - 1)/2 in Zz. The first few prime numbers congruent to 3 modulo 4 and failing 
this condition are 31, 43, 127, 151, 223, 251, 283, 307, 331, 431, 439, and 499. 
Lemma 12. Suppose p is an odd prime number such that 2 has order c = p - 1 or 
(p - I)/2 in Z; with 2’ + 1 mod p2. 
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If n is even, p divides 2 d2 f 1 with the plus sign if n E 0,2 mod 8 and the minus , 
sign if n E 4,6 mod 8; and p - 1 divides n, then 
a,, 5 ord,( 4). 
If n E 1 mod 4, p divides 2 (n-‘)12 f 1, with the plus sign if n E 1 mod 8 and the minus 
sign iJ’ n s 5 mod 8, and p - 1 divides n - 1, then 
a, 5 ord,( 4). 
Proof. Let @ be a subgroup of P of order pan. As rz contains only 2-torsion, reduc- 
tion modulo 2 maps @ isomorphically into O(n, 1; 222). Let O*(n, 1; Z2) be the image 
of P in O(n, 1; 772). Then we have 
a, I ord,(lo*(n, 1; &)I). 
Now, by Lemmas 3 and 4 of our paper [8], we have 
IO*(% 1;~2)/ = 2”_, 
n;=, zk - &Z(k) 
+ 2@-‘)i2 cos((n - 1)7c/4)’ 
where EZ(k) = 1 if k is even and 0 if k is odd. 
Assume first that n is even. Then we have 
2”-1 + 20-I)!2 cos(@ _ 1)71/4) = 2WW(2Q * 1) 
with the plus sign if n z 0,2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n z 4,6 mod 8. 
From the proof of Theorem 9, we deduce that p E 3 mod 4. Therefore (p - 1)/2 is 
odd. Hence (p - 1)/212k if and only if p - 112k. Consequently, 
ordp(lO*(n, l;Z2))) = ord, n2” - 1 /(2”!2 f 1) 
k=l 
= c ord,(22k - 1) - ordp(2n,‘2 f 1) 
k=l 
n/h--l) 
=c ord,(2(p-‘)k - 1) - ord,(2”12 * 1) 
k=l 
m-l) 
= c (ord,(k) + 1) - ord,(n) - 1 
k=l 
= ord, ((fi>‘)+fi-ordJn)-1 
= ord,(Zl) - ord,(n) - 1 
zz ord,( 4 ) 
since p - 1 In, and so a, 5 ord,(n). 
The proof for the case n E 1 mod 4 is similar to the proof for the even case. 0 
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When n E 3 mod 4 we can only make a small improvement to the lower bound. 
Lemma 13. Suppose n E 3 mod 4, p is a regular prime number, p divides 2(“-‘)‘* f 1, 
with the plus sign if n E 3 mod 8 and the minus sign tf n E 7 mod 8, and p - 1 divides 
n-l. Then 
ord,( 4) - ord,(n - 1) < a, 5 ord,( a). 
Proof. Assume first that p= n. Then, by Theorem 6, we have 
Therefore, we have a = 1 = ord,( A), and so we may assume that p < n. 
From the proof of Theorem 9, we deduce that p s 3 mod 4. Suppose that n 3 3 mod 8. 
Then ~(2(“-‘)‘~ + 1. If p E 7 mod 8, then 
2@-‘)/2 -2((P-1)/2)((n-I)l(P--l)) = 2 
(n--l)l(P-1) 
- 
-( 1 P 
= 1 mod p, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore p f 3 mod 8. 
Now p-lln-p=(n-1)-(p-1). Moreover p-Il(n-p)/2, since p-lr2mod8 
and n - p = 0 mod 8. Therefore p)2@-J’)/* - 1 with n - p z Omod 8. 
Now suppose that n E 7 mod 8. Then ~12(“-‘)/~ - 1. If p - 3 mod 8, then 




which is a contradiction. Therefore pz 7mod 8. Now p - 1 j(n - p)/2, since p - 1 
E6mod8 and n - p-0mod8. Therefore p)2(n-J’)/2 - 1 with n - pzOmod8. 
Now P contains P-p as the subgroup that fixes the first p coordinates. Since 
the cyclic permutation of the first p coordinates commutes with this P-J’, we have, 
an-r + 15 a,,. By Lemma 7, we have an_p = ord,(nj). Hence by Theorem 6, we 
have 
ord,(n) - ord,(n - 1) = ord,( -1) + 1 5 a,, 5 ord,( 4). q 
We now combine the results for the case p E 3 mod 4. 
Theorem 14. Let p be a regular prime number with p = 3 mod 4, suppose 2 has order 
c in Z;, and let pan be the maximal order of a p-subgroup of F’. 
(1) If n is even and n$p - 1 or 2(p - l)mod4(p - l), then 
ordp(d,) = a,, = ord,( El). 
(2) If n is oddandnqkp or 2p- lmod4(p- l), then 
a,, = ord,(n). 
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(3) Zfn- p- 1 or2(p- l)mod4(p- l), c=p-1 or(p-1)/2,and2”$lmodp2, 
then 
ord,(d,) = a,, = ordJ_). 
(4)Zfn~2p-lmod4(p-l),c=p-1 or(p-1)/2,and2”$1modp2, then 
a,, = ord,( 4). 
(5) Vnnpmod4(p- l), then 
ord,(n) - ord,(n - 1) <a, 5 ord,(n). 
Proof. Assume n is even and n $ p - 1 or 2(p - 1) mod 4(p - 1). If p - 1 does not 
divide n, then the conclusion of (1) is immediate from Lemmas 7 and 8. So assume 
nr0 or 3(p - l)mod4(p - 1). If pE3mod8, then n=O or 6mod8 and 
so p does not divide 2n/2 + 1 for n E Omod 8 and p does not divide 2”‘* - 1 for 
n s 6 mod 8. Thus Lemma 7 applies again to give the conclusion of (1). If p 3 7 mod 8, 
then nE0 or 2mod8 and 
2”:2 = 2((P- I)/2)(‘d(P--1)) z 1 mod p 
so p does not divide 2 n’2 + 1 for n E 0 or 2 mod 8, Lemma 7 applies and we have the 
conclusion of (1) in each case. 
If n is odd and n $ p or 2p - 1 mod 4(p - 1 ), then (1) applies to n - 1 and in each 
case we also have a,_ 1 = a,, = ord,(n) and so (2) follows. 
Assume n is even, n-p- 1 or 2(p- l)mod4(p-l), c=p- 1 or c=(p- 1)/2, 
and 2” $1 mod p2. As in the above analysis, if p 3 3 mod 8, then n E 2 or 4 mod 8 and 
p divides 2ni2 Z!E 1 with the plus sign if n z 2 mod 8 and the minus sign if n z 4 mod 8. 
Likewise, if p E 7 mod 8, then n E 6 or 4mod 8 and p divides 2”1* - 1 if n E 4 or 
6mod 8. But then Lemmas 10, 11, and 12 apply to give ord,(d,) = ord,(n) = a,? 
so (3) holds. 
If nr2p - lmod4(p - l), c=p - 1 or c=(p - 1)/2, and 2’$lmodp2, then 
n E 1 mod 4 and, by the same reasoning as in (3) Lemmas 11 and 12 imply that 
ord,(n) = a,_1 5 a, 5 ordp(n) so (4) holds. 
Finally, if n E p mod 4( p - 1 ), then n E 3 mod 4, p divides 2’“-‘)/2 i 1 with the plus 
signifn=p=3mod8andtheminussignifn=pz7mod8,and p-l dividesn-1. 
Hence Lemma 13 applies to give (5). 0 
Note that in Part (5) of Theorem 14 we have a,, = ord,(n) when p] n - 1. 
Therefore, by solving the system of congruences 
n=pmod4(p - l), 
n z 1 mod p, 
pE3mod4, 
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we see that Theorem 14 determines a, for all IZ $3p(p - 1) + 1 mod 4p(p - 1) when 
the conditions on c are satisfied. In particular, Theorem 14 determines the maximal 
order 3” of a 3-subgroup of P for all II $19 mod 24. For IZ = 19, Theorem 14 says 
that 11 < a 5 13. The next theorem settles this case. 
Theorem 15. The group r l9 has a subgroup of order 12(72 . 6!)3. The maximum 
order of a 3-subgroup of Y19 is 313. 
Proof. Let rii9 be the reflection subgroup of r . l9 According to Fig. 2 in Vinberg and 
Kaplinskaja’s paper [13], the Coxeter graph of r/” has 3 copies of the Coxeter graph 
of the spherical reflection group E6 that are nonadjacent. In their notation, these are 
7 6 5 4 3 17 16 15 22 1 9 10 11 21 23 
777 
Therefore rii9 has a subgroup isomorphic to Ez. The Coxeter graph of rii9 has Ss as 
its symmetry group. This S5 corresponds to a subgroup of Y19 which is the symmetry 
l9 group of the fundamental polyhedron of r, described by the Coxeter graph of rii9. 
Arrange the vertices 7,17,23,3,1,9 as the vertices of a regular hexagon with the above 
three Coxeter diagrams as diagonals of the hexagon. Then the symmetry group of the 
hexagon corresponds to a subgroup of the symmetry group of the Coxeter graph of I’:’ 
that permutes the above three Coxeter diagrams. Therefore Y19 contains a subgroup 
which is an extension of E: by De. Thus Y19 has a subgroup of order 12(72. 6!)3 and 
a 3-Sylow subgroup of this group has order 3 . l3 Therefore, the maximum order of a 
3-subgroup of P9 is 313 by Lemma 13. 0 
5. On the p-torsion of rp-’ 
There remains in the analysis of the previous section a puzzling gap. The calculation 
of ord,(d,) and the majority of the results of the last section depend on the assumption 
that p is a regular prime. The first irregular prime is p = 37 and by Theorem 5 we 
know there cannot exist an element of order 37 in r” for n ~36 but there must exist 
an element of order 37 in P for n>36. For n = 36 we discover that d36 does not 
have a factor of 37 because a factor of 37 appears in the numerator of B32. There is 
an element of order 37 in rs6 but the Euler characteristic of I& does not reveal this 
fact and it must be because there are multiple nonconjugate finite subgroups of r36 
containing elements of order 37 and the contributions of these subgroups cancel out 
in the computation of the Euler characteristic of r36. We need to apply more direct 
techniques to determine exactly which r” contain elements of order p when p is an 
irregular prime. 
Let p be an odd prime number. In this section, we show that rP_i has an element of 
order p if and only if p E 1 mod 4. We will prove that rJ’-’ has an element of order p 
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when p E 1 mod 4 by constructing a Coxeter reflection subgroup of ZP-’ of type A,_ I. 
This will be done by solving a system of three quadratic Diophantine equations in six 
unknowns. A Coxeter reflection group of type A,_, is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group S,, and so has an element of order p. Now p E 1 mod 4 if and only if p is the 
sum of two squares of integers. Thus, to show that ZP-’ has an element of order p, 
when p 3 1 mod 4, it suffices to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 16. Zf n + 1 is the szun of two squares of integers, not both odd, then P 
contains a Coxeter rejlection subgroup of type A,,. 
Proof. We shall consider n to be the hyperbolic dimension and m = n + 1 to be the 
matrix dimension. Note that m 2 4. Let al, a2, a3, bl, b2, b3 be integers and consider the 
following vectors in R”: 
01 = (al + I,al,al,al,...,al,al,a2,a3), 
212 = (-1, 1, 0, 0 )...) 0, 0, 0, O), 
v3 = (0,-l, 1, 0 )...) 0, 0, 0, O), 
u,_, = (0, 0, 0, 0 )...) -1, 1, 0, O), 
u, =-(br, bl, bl, bl,...,bt,bl + l,kbs). 
Observe that ai o vi = 2 for each i = 2,. . . ,n-l,viovi+r=-1 foreachi-l,..., n-l, 
and vi o vj = 0 for each i, j such that 1 < j-i < n - 1. The condition vi o vi = 2 implies that 
the reflection of H” in the hyperplane Lorentz orthonormal to vi is an element of Z”. 
The condition v; o Vi+] = - 1 implies that the hyperbolic angle between the hyperplanes 
normal to vi and Vi+1 is n/3, and the condition vi o Uj = 0 implies that the hyperbolic 
angle between the hyperplanes normal to ni and uj is rc/2. 
Consequently, the vectors ur , . . . , v, are the normal vectors of reflections of H” that 
generate a Coxeter reflection subgroup of P of type A, if and only if the vectors VI 
and v, further satisfy the three conditions VI o VI = 2, v, o vn = 2, and ur o vn = 0. These 
three conditions are equivalent to the following system of Diophantine equations: 
(m - 2)af + 2al + ai - at = 1, 
(m - 2)bf + 2bl + bi - bt = 1, 
(m - 2)albl + al + bl + azbz - a3b3 = 0, 
which we shall call the main system. We will prove that the main system has a solution 
when m is the sum of two squares not both odd. 
For example, when m = 5 we have the solution 
(al,a2,aslbl,b2,b3)=(2,1,4,-1,1,-l) 
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and hence the vectors 
u1 =(3,2,2,1,4), u2=(-1, LO,O,O), 
03 =(O, -1, L&O>, ~~=(1,1,0,-1,1) 
satisfy the stated conditions so that reflections in the corresponding normal planes are 
represented by positive integral Lorentzian matrices generating a Coxeter reflection 
group of type A+ In fact, the case m = 5 is somewhat special, and since we have a 
solution for this case we may as well assume in the remainder of the analysis that 
mf5. 
For there to exist a solution to the main system, it turns out that we must have 
m E 0, or 1 mod4 (hence we cannot find an A,, in P by this method when m is a sum 
of two odd squares). Also there must be a solution of the Diophantine equation 
m(af + bf) = (al + bl - 1)2 + d2 
with exactly one of al and bl odd. We defer the solution of this equation for the 
moment and show that if there is such a solution then the main system also has a 
solution. 
Suppose that for a given m we have al, bl, and d satisfying this last equation, say 
(by symmetry) with al even and bl odd. Let 
a0 = (m - 2)~: + 2ai - 1, 
bo = (m - 2)bf + 2bl - 1, 
CO = (m - 2)(ai - b1)2 - 2. 
Then aa-3mod4, bo=m- lmod4, co-mmod4, and 
-co+ao+bo=2(m-2)albl +2al +2bls2mod4. 
Certainly aa is nonzero but also bo is nonzero since the only possible integral roots 
of the polynomial (m - 2)bt + 2bl - 1 are bl = f 1 and neither of these is a root as 
m>4 but mf5. 
Let 
s+ = (-co + ao + bo + 2d)/2, r+ = s+lao, 
s- = (-co + a0 + b. - 2d)/2, r- = s-/ao. 
We have taken r+ and r- to be the two roots of the quadratic equation 
aor2+(co-a~-bo)r+bo=O, 
where the discriminant of this equation is computed as 
(co - ao - bo)2 - 4aobo = 4(m(af + by) - (al + bl - 1)‘) = 4d2. 
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Now s+ and s_ are integers with 
s+s_ = ((-co + aa + bo)2 - 4094 = a&. 
Let a4 be the greatest common divisor of a0 and s-, let a5 = ao/a4, and let 65 =s_/uJ. 
Then a5 and b5 are integers, and bs is relatively prime to a~. Now we have s+adbs = 
s+s_ = aobo and so bs divides bo. Let 64 = bo/b5. Then b4 is also an integer and we 
have 
b4 = bob5 = (aoboY(aobs > = (s+a4bs >/(aobs > = sibs. 
Note that 
hIa4 = s+l(w4) = s+/ao = yt 
and so the equation 
aor; + (co - ao - bo)r+ + bo = 0 
implies that 
co =a0 fbo - ao(bda4> - bo(adb4) 
= a4a5 + b4b5 - a5b4 - bsa4 
= (~4 - b4)(a5 - b5). 
NOW a0 = a4a5 is odd so a4 and a5 are both odd. Since s+ - s_ = 2d, either s+ and 
s- are both odd and then b4 = s-/a4 and b5 = +/as are also both odd, or else s+ 
and s- are both even and b5 and b4 are both even. Hence we can find integers ~2, a3, 
b2 and b3 so a3 - a2 = ad, a3 + a2 = a5, b3 - b2 = b4, and b3 + b2 = bs and we then 
see that 
a: - LZ~ = a 4 a 5=ao=(m-2)a:+2a, - 1, 
b: - bi = b4b5 = bo = (m - 2)bf + 2bl - 1, 
(a3 - b3)2 - (~22 - b2)2 =(a4 - bd)(as - b5) = CO = (m - 2)(al - b1)2 - 2. 
The first two of these equations immediately imply the first two equations of the main 
system. Adding the first two equations, subtracting the third, and dividing by two gives 
a363 - a2b2 = (m - 2)albl + al + bl 
which implies the third equation of the main system. 
Thus, we only need a solution of the equation 
m(af+bf)=(al +bl - 1)2+d2 
with just one of al and 61 odd. Take m = x2 + y2 and 
a~ + ibl = (e + if>(g + ih) = (eg - fh) + i(eh + fg), 
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where to guarantee al $ bl mod 2, we want to take e $ f mod 2 and g$ h mod 2. 
On the left side of our equation we can factor 
m(af + bf) = m(e - if )(g - ih)(e + if )(g + ih) 
= ((x - iy)(e + if )(g - ih))((x + iy)(e - if )(g + ih)) 
and imagine that 
(x + iy)(e - if)(g + ih) = ai + bl - 1 + id 
= (eg - fh) + (eh + fg) - 1 + id. 
Then we have 
xeg+xfh+yfg-yeh=eg- fh+eh+ fg- 1, 
-xfg +xeh + yeg + yfh=d. 
Rewriting the first equation gives 
e((x- l)g-(y+ l)h)+ f((x+ l)h+(y- l)g)= - 1 
which will have a solution for e and f if and only if (x - 1 )g - (y + 1)h and 
(x + 1)h + (y - 1)g are relatively prime (note that we can take one of e and f even 
but they are not both even). Let k be the greatest common divisor of x - 1 and y + 1 
and write 
k-(x- l)S-(y+ 1)t. 
Note that k is odd, since x and y are not both odd. For a parameter U, let 
g=s+u(y+ l)k-‘, h=t+u(x- l)k-‘. 
Then we have 
(x- l)g-(y+ l)h=k. 
To make g $ h mod 2, we take u odd if s = t mod 2 or u even if s $ t mod 2. Then 
we have 
(x+l)h+(y-l)g=(x+l)t+(y-l)s+U(x2-1+y2-l)k-’. 
Let p be a prime number dividing k. Then x z 1 mod p and y E - 1 mod p, and so 
we have 
(x+ l)t+(y- l)sz2(t-s) mod p. 
If s s t mod p and p’ is the largest power of p in k, then p does not divide 
k/p’ = ((x - 1)s - (y + l)t)/p’ 
z ((x - 1) - (y + l))s/p’ 
= ((x2 - 1 + y2 - l)/k)(sk/2p’) mod p. 
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Therefore we have that 
(x2 - 1 + y2 - 1)/k $0 mod p. 
If s $ t mod p, then with u = 0 mod p, or if s = t mod p, then with u $0 mod p, we 
will have 
(~+l)h+(y- l)g$O mod p. 
We can do this for each prime number p dividing k and by the Chinese remainder 
theorem find an integer u that makes (x + 1 )h + (y - 1)s non-zero modulo p for all 
such p simultaneously and also have u even or odd as needed. Thus we can find g 
and h, not congruent modulo 2, so that (x - 1 )g - (y + 1 )h = k and (x + 1 )h + (y - 1 )g 
are relatively prime, and we can find e and f, not congruent modulo 2, so that 
e((x-l)g-(y+l)h>+f((x+l)h+(y-l)g)=-1. 
Therefore we can find al and bl satisfying the desired condition. We conclude then that 
if n + 1 is a sum of two squares, not both odd, then P contains a Coxeter reflection 
subgroup of type A,,. 0 
It is an interesting problem to determine the dimensions IZ such that r” contains a 
Coxeter reflection subgroup of type A,. In contrast to the previous existence theorem, 
we have the following nonexistence theorem. 
Theorem 17. If n zs 2mod4, then P contains no Coxeter rejlection subgroup qf 
type A,. 
Proof. Suppose that I-” contains a Coxeter reflection subgroup type A,. Then there 
is a system of n vectors vi,. . . , v, in P+’ such that their Lorentzian inner products 
evaluate as vi o Ui = 2, vi o vi+1 = - 1 for i <n, and vi o Uj = 0 for i + 1 <j. Let 
Vi = (Vi13 Vi2,‘. > Vi(n+l)) 
and let Gi be the reduction of Vi modulo 2. For S C { 1,2,. . , n}, let 
us= ~v~=(vs,,UQ2,....VS(n+,~) 
iES 
and let iis be the reduction of US module 2. 
Define q : P+’ 4 Z by setting g(w) to be the number of odd values in the first n 
components of w. We could just as well think of this as a function of the reduction 
of w modulo 2 and we will be most interested in the result modulo 4. For example, 
we see that vi o vi = 2 implies that 
q(vi)z2 + vf(n+if mod 4 
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and so q(ai) E 2 or 3 mod 4, and q(Vi) E Vi(,+i) mod 2. NOW we have 
n(w) E 2 wk mod 2. 
k=l 
Hence, we have 
iES IES 
and so the first n components of CS determine the n + I-st component of fis. The first 
n components of VS are zero if and only if i& is the zero vector. 
For SC{1,2,..., n},letS+1={i+1:i~S}.ForS,Z’~{l,2 ,..., n},wehave 




v~ovs=2~S( -2lSn(S+ 1)l 
and US o Uj 3 0 mod 2 if and only if j - 1 and j + 1 are both in S or neither are in S. 
Suppose i& is the zero vector. Then US o Uj E 0 mod 2. Hence, for every j in 
{1,2,..., n}, we have that j - 1 is in S if and only if j + 1 is in S. If i is in S 
and i> 1, then i-2 is in S and in fact we had i>2. If i is in S and i<n, then i+2 is 
in S and in fact we had i <n - 1. If S contained even elements, then there would be a 
smallest even element i in S. but then we would have that i - 2 is in S which would 
also be even, contradicting the minimality of i. Hence S contains no even elements. 
Similarly, if S contains an element i such that n + 1 - i is even, then with i a maximal 
such element (note i<n), we have that i + 2 is in S also and n + 1 - (i + 2) would 
also be even contradicting the maximality of i. Hence, if i is in S, then i is odd and 
n + 1 - i is odd. Thus the only way GS can be the zero vector for a nonempty S is 
when n is odd. When n is odd, the only possible way 6,s can be the zero vector is if 
S is empty or if S= {1,3,5 ,..., n}. 
Suppose that n is even. Then the vectors Vi,. . . , fin are linearly independent over Z2. 
The 2” vectors 6~ are all distinct, since if Vs = fir, then 6~ = 0 for D the symmetric 
difference of S and T, but then D is the empty set and so S = T. Now since the 
n + 1 -st component of Vs is determined from the first n components of Es, we conclude 
that each of the 2” vectors in Z$ must occur as the first n components of a unique 
vector Vs. From our formula for us o us, we have that 
q(u~)-&Y) - 2/S n (S + 1)1 + u&+i) mod 4 
and so q(v,s) = 0,l mod 4 if IS/ - /S n (S + 1)l G 0 mod 2, and V(Q) - 2,3 mod 4 if 
ISJ - IS n (S + 1)l G 1 mod 2. The number of subsets S such that V(Q) E 0,l mod 4 
can be computed from n, since every vector in Z; occurs just once as the first n 
components of a ES. The number of subsets S such that ISI - IS n (S + 1)l E 0 mod 2 
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is also simply a function of 12. It remains to observe that these numbers are equal only 
when n = 0 mod 4. Hence the vectors 211 , . . . , C,, can be linearly independent only when 
n E 0 mod 4. We will then have completely eliminated the possibility of n E 2 mod 4. 
We can easily count the number of vectors in Z: having number of ones congruent 
to k mod 4, for k = 0,1,2,3, it is simply 
(Tk = 
By the binomial theorem, we have 
oo+a1 +m+c3=2", 
00 - cJ1 + cJ2 - 03 =o, 
170 + iot - 02 - io3 = (1 + i)“. 
Hence, we have 
fJ0 zz 2”-2 + 2(“-2)‘2 cos(nrc/4), 
0, = 2”-2 + 2(n-2)12 sin(nrc/4), 
02 = 2”-2 - 2(“-2)‘2 cos(nrc/4), 
03 = 2”-2 - 2(“-2)12 sin(nrr/4). 
The number of S with ~(21s) E 0,l mod 4 is then 
oo+cJt =2”-’ + 2(“-2)‘2(~os(n~/4) + sin(nrr/4)). 
We now count the number of subsets S C { 1,2,. . . , n} such that 
IS\ - ISn(S+ 1)1-O mod 2. 
Define 6S to be the set of all i in { 1,2,. . . , n} such that i - 1 is in S and i is not in 
S or else i - 1 is not in S and i is in S. The set 6S is empty if and only if S is empty. 
The least element of 6S is the same as the least element of S. A set T 2 { 1,2,. . . , n} 
uniquely determines a set S C { 1,2,. . . , n} such that 6s = T. We view 6s as the set of 
places where S switches between a run of consecutive integers in the set to a run not 
in the set or vice versa (by definition starting with a possibly empty run of elements 
not in the set). We note that (SI - IS n (S + l)i is the number of runs of consecutive 
elements in the set S (a run of k consecutive elements contributes k - (k - 1) = 1 to 
the difference). The number of runs of consecutive integers in { 1,2,. . , n} all either 
in S or not in S, not counting an initial run of integers not in S, is seen to be exactly 
)6SI. Thus if (X9\ is even, then 
Is\ - (s n (sf l)l=lds(/2 
and if j&S is odd, then 
IS/ - IS n (S + 1>1 =(lSS( + 1)/2. 
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If we count the sets S with (SI - JS n (S + I)1 s 0 mod 2, we are counting the sets 65’ 
such that 16Sj E 0,3 mod 4, and this is simply 
oo+a3 =2”-1 + 2(“-2)12(cos(nrc/4) - sin(nn/4)). 
ForS&{l,2,..., n}, we have that V(Q) = 0,l mod 4 if and only if ISI - j,Sn(S+ 1)1 s 0 
mod 2. The number of S with V(Q) E 0,l mod 4 is ~0 + 01. The number of S with 
ISJ-ISn(S+1)1=0 mod 2 is co + (~3. But these can only be equal if 01 = cr3 which 
is the case only if sin(nn/4) = 0, that is, for 12 E 0 mod 4. Thus we have that if II E 2 
mod 4, then P contains no Coxeter reflection subgroup of type A,. 0 
Theorem 17 does not rule out the possibility that rP-* has an element of prime 
order p E 3 mod 4. This possibility is eliminated by our last theorem. 
Theorem 18. Let p be an odd prime number. Then T*-’ has an element of order p 
if and only if p s 1 mod 4. 
Proof. If p z 1 mod 4, then rP-* has an element of order p by Theorem 16. Now 
assume that p G 3 mod 4. We will prove that l-p-l has no element of order p by 
contradiction. 
Let A be an element of rP_’ of order p. Then A has an eigenvalue 1 that is 
a primitive pth root of unity. Let f(x) be the characteristic polynomial of A. Then 
f (,l) = 0, and so the irreducible polynomial 
h(x) =xP--l +x P-2+...+x+1 
of /2 over Q divides f(x). Now A has 1 as an eigenvalue, since A fixes a point of 
HP-l. Therefore, we have f(x) = (x - 1 )h(x) = xP - 1. Now since the root 1 of f(x) 
has multiplicity 1, the fixed space of A in IWJ’ is l-dimensional. 
Let G = O*(p-1, 1; Z2) be the image of rP-* in O(p-1, 1; Z2). Now rP_l contains 
TPe3 as the subgroup that fixes the first two standard basis vectors ei and e2 of RJ’. 
Let H be the image of this TP-3 in O(p - 1,l; Z2). Then H is a subgroup of G and 
all the matrices in H fix the first two standard basis vectors Zi and Z2 of Zf. Let 2 be 
the image of A in G upon reduction modulo 2. We claim that there is a matrix B in 
G such that B-‘AB is in H. On the contrary, suppose that there is no such matrix i?. 
Let C be the cyclic group generated by 2. Then B-‘CB n H = {I} for each 3 in G. 
Now C acts on the set of left cosets of H in G by the formula 
zk .BH zz 2kjjH, 
Observe that zkzH =BH if and only if B-‘lkkB is in H. Therefore zkBH =BH if 
and only if k = 0. Hence, each orbit of the action of C has order p = ICI. Therefore 
p divides [G : H]. 
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Now we have 
(P-1)/2 
ordp((O*(p - l,l;&)l) =ordP n 22k - 1 /(2(P-1)‘2* 1) 
k=l 
with the plus sign if p 3 3 mod 8 and the minus sign if p E 7 mod 8. Next 2(P-‘)/2~(2/p) 
mod p. Hence ~12 (P--1)/2 f 1 with the plus sign if p E 3 mod 8 and the minus sign if 
p E 7 mod 8. Therefore, we have 
ord,(lO*(p- l,l;&)j)=ordP [pE22-i-l). 
The group r2 has no element of order 3, and so we may assume p > 3. The group H 
is isomorphic to O*(p - 3,l; &) and 
( 
h-3)/2 
ord,(lO*(p - 3, 1;Z2)l)=ordP n 22k - 1 /(2(P-3)‘2 + 1) 
k=l ) 
with the plus sign if p E 3 mod 8 and the minus sign if p = 7 mod 8. NOW p 12p-3 - 1, 
since (p - 3, p - I) = 2. Therefore p 1/2(Pe3)j2 f 1. Hence, we have 
ordp( IO*(p - 3,l; &)I> = ord, (1p$22:11). 
Now we have 
[G :Hl=IO*(p- 1,l;~2)l/lO*(~-3,l;~2>l 
and so p I([G : H] which is a contradiction. Hence there is a matrix 3 in G such that 
B-‘AB is in H. 
We now lift B to a matrix B in TP-‘. By replacing A by B-‘AB, we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that 2 fixes 21 and &. Consider the vectors 
a=q +Aq +...+AP-‘e,, b=e2+Ae2+...+APw1e2. 
Then a and b are integral vectors that are fixed by A. Reducing modulo 2, we have 
a=el +& + . . . +JP-l@ =pel =-@, 
b=e2+~~2+...+JP-le2=pe2=~2. 
Now let a=(al,q ,..., up) and b=(bl,bz ,..., bp). There is a real number t such that 
a = tb, since the fixed space of A is l-dimensional. Now at = tbl and u2 = tb2 imply 
that at b2 = azbl, but al and b2 are both odd whereas a2 and bl are even, which is a 
contradiction. Thus, no such A exists. 0 
Theorems 6 and 18 imply that the regularity condition on the prime p can be dropped 
from Theorems 9 and 14 when n < 2(p - 1). Determining to what extent the regularity 
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Table 1 
Table of the exponents a such that pa is the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P 
n 2 3 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31 37 41 43 
110000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




6 10 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 11 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 15 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 16 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 18 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 19 6 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 22 6 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 23 6 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 25 9 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 26 9 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 31 10 4 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 32 10 4 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 34 10 4 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 35 13 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 38 13 6 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 2 
Table of the exponents a such that pa is the maximal order of a p-subgroup of P 
n 2 3 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31 37 41 43 
21 39 13 6 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 41 15 6 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 42 15 6 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
24 46 17 7 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
25 47 17 7 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
26 49 17 7 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
27 50 18 7 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
28 53 18 8 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
29 54 18 8 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
30 56 21 8 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
31 57 21 8 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
32 63 22 9 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
33 64 22 9 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
34 66 22 9 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
35 67 23 9 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
36 70 23 10 5 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
37 71 23 10 5 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
38 73 27 10 6 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 
39 74 27 10 6 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 
40 78 28 12 6 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
41 79 28 12 6 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
42 81 28 12 8 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
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of the prime p is necessary in Theorems 9 and 14 is an interesting problem that will 
require further work. The proofs of Theorems 16 and 18 give some indication of the 
difficulty of this problem. 
We now have enough information to determine the maximal order of a p-subgroup 
of P for each prime number p for n = 1,2,. . . ,42. See Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 ends 
at II = 42 because we do not know the maximal order of a 3-subgroup of r43. 
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